Feedback from area 21a influences orientation but not direction maps in the primary visual cortex of the cat.
In the monkey's visual cortex, there are two well-documented information processing streams: the dorsal motion and ventral form/color pathways. Similarly, two corresponding information streams were also found in the cat's visual cortices, and PMLS and area 21a are the gateways for distinct motion and form information processing. It has been shown that the feedback from PMLS solely modulates motion direction, but not orientation response, while the feedback from area 21a modulates form related features, such as spatial frequency dependency and neuronal oblique effect. Here, we postulate that feedback signals from higher cortical areas in the form or the motion information pathway may solely modulate the corresponding properties in neurons in the lower areas of the visual system. To examine the above hypothesis, the impact of feedback from higher area 21a on both orientation and direction maps was investigated in area 17 of the cat using intrinsic signal optical imaging. The results showed that the feedback from area 21a did not affect the amplitude and preference of direction, but did modulate orientation response in area 17, supporting the above hypothesis.